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In this paper it is shown that every nonnegative definite symmetric random 
matrix with independent diagonal elements and at least one nondegenerate 
nondiagonal element has a noninfinitely divisible distribution. Using this 
result it is established that every Wishart distribution W,(k, C, M) with both p 
and rank (Z) > 2 is noninfinitely divisible. The paper also establishes that any 
Wishart matrix having distribution W,(k, C, 0) has the joint distribution of its 
elements in the rth row and rth column to be infinitely divisible for every 
Y =: 1, 2 ,..., p. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It has been established recently by Davidson [l], Kendall [3], and Shanbhag 
[8] that if U and V are independently distributed random variables such that 
U is nondegenerate and P (V = 0) < 1, then the distribution of the vector 
(U2, 2UV, V2) is indecomposable. From this result, it easily follows that the 
Wishart distribution wP(l, C, M) with both p and rank (2) > 2 is indecom- 
posable. It was shown by Levy [6] that w%(l 1 C, M) with Z diagonal and M = 0 
is indecomposable. 
In another direction, it has been proved (see Kibble [4], Levy [6], and Vere- 
Jones 193) that any central Wishart distribution W,(k, C, 0) has all its bivariate 
marginals to be infinitely divisible. In his recent paper, Shanbhag [8b] has 
pointed out that for every p > 2 there exist non-central Wishart matrices 
having distribution W,(k, C, M) such that they have every bivariate distribution 
of the elements in the diagonal and those above the diagonal to be noninfinitely 
divisible. Krishnaiah and Rao [S], Moran and Vere- Jones [7], and Griffiths [2] 
have studied the problem concerning infinite divisibility of the distribution 
of all the diagonal elements of a central Wishart matrix. In particular Moran 
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and Vere-Jones [7] have shown that the distribution of the diagonal elements 
of a matrix distributed according to W,(k, Z, 0) with C such that all its non- 
diagonal elements are equal is infinitely divisible. 
In Section 2 of the present paper, we establish that every nonnegative definite 
random matrix 
with the marginal distribution of (all , s2 a ) such that ur,, is independent of us2 
and a nondegenerate marginal distribution of aI2 has a noninfinitely divisible 
distribution. Using this, we conclude that every Wishart distribution 
I%‘#, C, M) with bothp and rank (C) > 2 is noninfinitely divisible. In Section 3 
of the paper, it is established that the joint distribution of all the elements 
in the Kth row and Kth column of a central Wishart matrix is infinitely divisible 
for every fixed k. Here it is also established that all bivariate marginals cor- 
responding to IYa(K, C, 0) are infinitely divisible. 
2. NONINFINITE DIVISIBILITY OF CERTAIN NONNEGATIVE DEFINITE 
SYMMETRIC RANDOM MATRICES 
We shall now give the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let 
A = (all ;;:j 
al2 
be a random matrix such that it is nonnegative definite, (alI , +2) is a pair of 
independent random variables, and aI, has a nondegenerate marginal distribution. 
Then the distribution of A is noninfinitely divisible. 
Proof. Suppose first that A has an infinitely divisible distribution. This 
implies that the distribution of (a 11 , ar2 , h2) is infinitely divisible. Since A 
is nonnegative definite, it follows that the characteristic function + of the vector 
a = h , al2 3 22 a ) has the Levy canonical representation 
1ogW) = log E(expMtle + Wl2 + W22)H 
ea(x*t’ - 1 - i((x, t)/(l + 11~11~))~ dp(x), (2.1) 
where the notation (v, .> denotes an inner product and 11 * 11 denotes the 
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length and the measure p defined on the Bore1 u-field of W3 is such that ~(0) = 0, 
s (11x112/(1 + llxlls))d/J(x) < co. #a (2.2) 
Using (2.1), the Levy canonical representation of the characteristic function 
of (a,, , az2) can be obtained. This again is of the form (2.1) with lgls replaced 
by &a and measure p replaced by CL* where CL* is defined on the Bore1 u-field 
of g2 and is such that for every Bore1 set 3, of W2 
P*@,) = 14(x1 7 x2 3 4: (~13 4 E B2 n WA WH. (2.3) 
Since ai, and a22 are independent, we have 
= log E{exp(i+d) + log E+q@.d,,)}, -co<tl,ts<co (2.4) 
and hence unless the measure p* satisfies 
p*((o>c x{o>q = 0 (2.5) 
we shall have a contradiction to the fact that the Levy measure in the canonical 
representation of the characteristic function of an infinitely divisible distribution 
is unique. Because of (2.3), (2.5) would imply that 
tL((x, , x2 , x3): Xl # 0, x3 # O} = 0. (2.6) 
Since aI2 has a nondegenerate distribution, it follows that for some CL > 0 
Define 
d(3E1 , x2 , x3): I x2 I a 4 > 0. (2.7) 
and 
E22 = {(xl , x2 ,x3): I xz I 2 a, ~3 # 01, 
where 01 is as in (2.7). Obviously we should have at least one of &EC,,) and 
p(E,,) to be positive. Without loss of generality, we shall take p(E,) > 0. 
(Observe that (2.6) implies ~(x: 1 x2 1 > Q, x1 = 0) > 0 if p(Ez2) > 0). It can 
be seen that J& in (2.1) is given by 
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Because of (2.2) we get ~(I.&) < co and hence we can see that in (2.8) 
j 
= -id,t, - idztz + A{#(tl, tz) - 11, (2.9) 
%1 
where X = ~(I&), I/ is a characteristic function such that #(O, ta) # 1 for some 
t, and dl and d, are appropriate constants. From (2.8) and (2.9) we have 
s @{ ez(x*t> - 1 - (i(x, t)/(l + 11~11~))) dp(x) 
=I (ei<x*t> - 1 - (i(x, t)/(l + 11x1 l”))} d&(x) 93 
- id,t, - id,t, + A{#(t, , t2) - l?, --00 < t, < 03, r = 1,2,3, 
where ~04) = dB3 n (4 u J&d) f or every Bore1 set B3 of %T3. Substituting 
this in (2.1), we observe that 
hl 7 a12 9 a221 4 (Xl , x2 , X3) + (Yl ? y2 > Y3) (2.10) 
where (XI , X2 , X3) and (Y, , Ya , Y,) are independent, 
We i(tlXl+t~X+t3XJ} = exp(-A + h#(t, , f2>}, -CO<t,,t,,t,<aJ, 
and (Yr , Y2 , Y,) has an appropriate infinitely divisible distribution. Let 
(Cl*, C2*, C,*) be a point in the support of the distribution of (Y, , Ya , Ys). 
Because of (2.10) and the fact that A is a nonnegative definite symmetric random 
matrix, it follows that 
( 
x, + c,* x2 + c,* 
x2 + c2* C3” 1 
is nonnegative definite almost surely and we have for every real 0 = (0, , 6J 
= exp{-CI*ti12 - 2C,*48, - C,*8a2) exp(--h + AE(e~e,az1-2e1e~zs)), (2.11) 
where (2, , 2,) is a random vector with characteristic function #. Denoting 
the right-hand side of (2.11) by [(19, , 0,), we can see that for some fixed 
0, > 0 lime,-, ((6, , 0,) = co if p(Za < 0) > 0 and lime,+, ((6, , 0,) = cc 
if p(Z2 < 0) = 0. [Note that X > 0 and because #(O, t2) # 1 for some t, it 
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follows that P(Z, = 0) < 1.1 Since ((0, , 0,) < 1, we have a contradiction. 
This implies that our supposition that A is infinitely divisible cannot be true 
and hence we have the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. The Wishart distribution TV&, Z, M) with both p and 
rank (C) > 2 is noninfinitely divisible. 
Proof. It is sufficient if we establish the result for the case of p = 2 with Z 
nonsingular. Let Y, (a = 1,2 ,..., K) b e random column vectors distributed 
according to nonsingular distributions N.&L, , E) such that they are independent 
and 
A= iYaY;. 
a4 
Let T be a real nonsingular matrix such that 
TT’ = c-l. 
If for every n > 1 
A $- A(“) + . . . + A(n) 
1 n 
with AT), r = 1, 2 ,..., n as independent and identically distributed symmetric 
random matrices, then for every n > 1 
T’AT z B(“) + . . . + B’“’ 
1 12 
with B’,“) (=T’AT’T) r = 1,2,..., n as independent identically distributed 
symmetric random matrices. Since A = (T’)-l(T’AT)(T)-1 the converse 
follows by symmetry. Hence it follows that A is infinitely divisible if and only 
if B = TAT is infinitely divisible. Since B has a distribution Ws(k, I, M) 
with M defined appropriately, it follows because of the above theorem that 
it cannot be infinitely divisible and hence because of the “only if” part of our 
observation A cannot be infinitely divisible. 
We may conclude the present section by noting that if A = (a,,) is an n x n 
(with 12 > 2) nonnegative definite symmetric random matrix such that for 
some fixed r and s with r # s the random variables a, and asa are independent 
and the random variable ar8 has a nondegenerate distribution, then A cannot 
have an infinitely divisible distribution. This follows as an immediate con- 
sequence of above Theorem 1. 
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3. INFINITELY DIVISIBLE MARGINALS OF THE CENTRAL WISHART DISTRIBUTION 
We shall now establish the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a random matrix distributed according to the central 
Wishart distribution WJk, 8, 0). Then the joint distribution of all the elements 
in the rth row and rth column is infinitely divisible for every Y = 1, 2,..., p. 
Proof. It is sufficient if we establish that if X = (X1 ,..., X,)’ is distributed 
according to N(0, Z), then the vector (Xx2, X1X, ,..., X,X,) is infinitefy divisi- 
ble. If Var(X,) = 0, then Xi = 0 as. and hence we have (Xlz, X,X, ,,.., X1X9) 
to be trivially infinitely divisible. Restrict now to the case of Var(X,) > 0. 
We have the characteristic function of (Xx2, X,X, ,..., X,XQ) as 
ICl(t1 1.e.j tg) = -Wxp(i(tlX2 + tJl& + .*a + tJJ,))> 
= E[e”“lxlzECexp(iX,(t,Xz + .** + t9XD)) ( XI}] (3.1) 
= ~{eit,x,2+i(l/o,dt;,,a,,lx,2-(-u,2/2)t;B,C,,.,to,) 
where t(2) = (tz ,*-., t*)‘, U(z) = (un , 03, ,‘a., $1) and Xas.i = I;,, - 
(l/urJ qs~o~s, with ql, o(s) and Z,, such that 
r, = 
( 
ull 42) 
%2) 1 %? - 
In (3.1) we have used the fact that the conditional distribution of (Xs ,..., X,)’ 
given X1 is NP-r((X1/uJ u(a) , Zas.J. Since X,s/ull has a xs distribution with 
1 degree of freedom, it follows that for every natural number n 
?Ql ,***> b) = (W 
itlV,~n’t;Z,ata,(Yn/Old-(Y,/2)ti81~2*.lt(a) n 
1) 9 
(3.2) 
--co < tq < co, r = I,2 )..., p, 
where V, is distributed according to the probability density function 
fn(v) = (2ql)l,2~ r(1,2n) e-v’a%(1’2n)-1, v  > 0. 
It is now immediate that E( } in (3.2) d enotes a characteristic function which 
is a mixture of the characteristic functions of multivariate normal distributions. 
This implies that rj is an infinitely divisible characteristic function and hence 
we have the theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a random column vector distributed according to N,(O, .C) 
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and X’AX and X’BX be two real random quadratic forms such that X’AX has the 
distribution the same as a multiple of a x2 variable with one degree of freedom. 
Then the joint distribution of X’AX and X’BX is in.niteZy divisible. 
Proof. Let T* be a real square matrix such that T*T*’ = C. Obviously 
we have (X’AX, X’BX) =d (Y’T*‘AT*Y, Y’T*‘BT*Y) where Y is distributed 
according to iV,(O, I). Since X’AX has the distribution the same as a multiple 
of x2 with 1 degree of freedom, it follows that there exists an orthogonal matrix P 
such that P’T*‘AT*P has the form (i i). Letting 
= P’T*‘BT*P, 
define an orthogonal matrix Q to give Q’B&Q as a diagonal matrix. Take 
T = T*P(: i). It then follows that (X’AX, X’BX) =a (Y’T’ATY, Y’T’BTY) 
with T as a real square matrix giving TT’ = C, TAT = (6 i) and the sub- 
matrix obtained by removing the elements from the first row and first column 
of T’BT to be diagonal. Hence it follows that it is sufficient if we establish 
the theorem for the special case with C = I, A = (8 “0) and B such that the 
submatrix obtained by removing elements from its first row and first column 
is diagonal. In this special case, the joint characteristic function of X’AX and 
X’BX is given by 
’ [ 
1 
{I - 2ict, - 2it,b,, + t,2 C,“,, b&/(1 - 2itzb,J}V 1 
--03 -=c t1, tz < Go, (3.3) 
where bk,. is the (k, r)th element of B. In (3.3) the expression given in [ ] can 
be shown to be of the form 
s(tl ’ tz) = (1 - 2ia’t - ~f!SzfI~[(lj(ll- 2it2b7,)) - l] + v8ta2}1/2 
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where t’ = (tl , tz), pT , v are real numbers and u is a real column vector. For 
every x > 0, the function p denotes a mixture characteristic function such that 
1 (D =- 
T(x/2) o exp 1 1 
-Y + 2iYa’t + f2YP2 [ (1 _ ;jt2b,,) - 11 - Yv2Clt, 
yxJ2-l dy, -03 < t,, t, < co. (3.4) 
Hence it follows because of (3.3) that 4 is an infinitely divisible characteristic 
function. 
Any central Wishart distribution IV,@, 8, 0) has infinitely divisible bivariate 
marginals if and only if the Wishart distribution W,(l, C, 0) has infinitely 
divisible bivariate marginals. Let X = (X, ,..., X,)’ be a random vector 
distributed according to N,(O, Z). It is immediate that W,(l, C, 0) has all its 
bivariate marginals to be infinitely divisible if and only if every two elements 
of (X12,..., XS2, X,X, ,..., X,X, , X,X, ,..., X,X, ,..., X,-,X,) have an infinitely 
divisible distribution. Theorem 3 implies that the distributions of (Xr2, X,X,) 
are infinitely divisible and Theorem 2 implies that the distributions of 
(X,.Xk , X,X,) are infinitely divisible. (In making this statement we do not 
restrict to r < k or k < s.) As an immediate consequence of this observation, 
we have that W,(k, C, 0) has all its bivariate marginals to be infinitely divisible. 
It is not known whether the result is true in general. To see whether or not 
the result is valid in general, it is sufficient if one establishes whether or not 
the distribution of (Xixj , Xix,) with i # j # 1 # K and hence that of 
(X,X,, X,X,) is infinitely divisible in general. Thus, to resolve the general 
problem it is sufficient if one resolves the problem concerning infinite divisibility 
of the joint distribution of (1,2)th and (3,4)th elements of a 4 x 4 central 
Wishart matrix. 
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